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Abstract

Using fluorescence spectrometry to map autofluorescence of chlorophyll (Chl) and
tryptophan (Trp) versus depth in polar ice cores in the US National Ice Core Laboratory,
we found that the Chl and Trp concentrations often showed an annual modulation of up
to 25 %, with peaks at depths corresponding to local summers. Using epifluorescence5

microscopy (EFM) and flow cytometry (FCM) triggered on 670 nm fluorescence (red)
to study microbes from unstained melts of the polar ice, we inferred that picocyanobac-
teria may have been responsible for the red fluorescence in the cores. Micron-size
bacteria in all ice melts from 2 Arctic and 6 Antarctic sites showed FCM patterns of
scattering and of red vs. orange fluorescence (interpreted as due to Chl vs. phycoery-10

thrin (PE)) that bore similarities to patterns of cultures of unstained picocyanobacteria
Prochlorococcus and Synechococcus. Concentrations in ice from all sites were low but
measurable at ∼ 1 to ∼ 103 cellscm−3. Calibrations showed that FCM patterns of min-
eral grains and volcanic ash could be distinguished from microbes with high efficiency
by triggering on scattering instead of by red fluorescence. Average Chl and PE autoflu-15

orescence intensities showed no decrease per cell with time during up to 150 000 yr
of storage in glacial ice. Taking into account the annual modulation of ∼ 25% and sea-
sonal changes of ocean temperatures and winds, we suggest that picocyanobacteria
are wind-transported year-round from warmer ocean waters onto polar ice. Ice cores
offer the opportunity to study evolution of marine microbes over ∼ 300 million gener-20

ations by analyzing their genomes vs. depth in glacial ice over the last 700 000 yr as
frozen proxies for changes in their genomes in oceans.

1 Introduction

Although glacial ice is the purest naturally occurring solid on Earth, it is not completely
devoid of impurities. Increasing accumulation of snow in the polar regions leads first to25

firn ice that is permeable to atmospheric gases and then to fully dense (0.915 gcm−3)
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polycrystalline ice in which ionic impurities and micron-size bacteria reside in liquid
veins at junctions where three ice grains meet (Price, 2000). Vein diameter and concen-
tration of soluble impurities in the vein are determined by the free-energy requirement
that, in equilibrium, the system of ice plus aqueous solution must be on the freezing
line of the compositional phase diagram, which has a eutectic shape with a minimum5

temperature that is lower than that of the end members water and ionic constituents.
For example, when the ice is acidic, with sulfate ions and water as the major con-
stituents, the vein diameter ranges from ∼ 1 to a few µm at subzero temperatures and
increases with depth due to increase in temperature. See Price (2000) for details. In
Antarctic and Greenland sites far from coasts, mineral dust, marine salt crystals and10

other non-microbial impurities in ice contribute ∼ 0.2 to 1 µgg−1 and are usually located
at corners where four ice grains meet as well as in the interior of grains. Microbes
transported by wind onto ice usually contribute less than 0.1 ngg−1. Bacteria less than
several µm in size often reside in veins (Price, 2000), within which they obtain energy
and bioelements from ions in the veins but at too low a metabolic rate to permit growth.15

Eukaryotes such as algae and fungi are also blown onto snow (D’Elia et al., 2009), but
almost all are too large to fit into veins. Both large eukaryotes and bacteria trapped in
the solid phase of ice may remain alive and metabolize by redox reactions involving
diffusion of small molecules such as CO2 and CH4 through the ice lattice (Rohde and
Price, 2007). For recent reviews of microbial concentrations in ice, see Miteva (2008);20

Priscu and Christner (2004); Price et al. (2007); Price (2012).

2 Materials and methods

The Berkeley fluorescence spectrometer uses a downward-pointing Photon Systems
224-nm HeAg laser (> 5mW peak power) to excite fluorescence in an ice core with
a smoothly planed surface cut parallel to the long axis. The laser, focused into a ∼ 3mm25

circular beam, provides 1 µJ per pulse at a rate of 12 Hz. Autofluorescence directed
upward out of the ice is detected with 7 photon counters surrounding the laser and
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covered by narrow-bandpass filters at 300, 320, 340, 360, 380, 670, and 710 nm. The
first five channels are used to distinguish tryptophan (Trp) from other fluorescent grains
in the ice. Trp has a broad emission peak at 320 to 340 nm that characterizes pro-
tein fluorescence in cells. A signal in the 670 nm channel, with low counts at 380 and
710 nm, detects both chlorophyll (Chl) and pheophytin, a product of the decomposition5

of Chl (French et al., 1956). A strong signal in the 710 nm channel is used to detect flu-
orescence from a thin layer of mineral grains transported from a volcanic eruption. With
a 1-m ice core moving horizontally at 1 m per minute, the BFS acquires 1300 seven-
channel spectra per meter. It requires a setup time of 2 min to change from one core to
another and align it. Two persons can scan ∼ 80m of ice per 6-hr day. Trp is difficult to10

separate cleanly from residues of the organic fluid used to drill deep boreholes, mainly
because of fluid-filled nanocracks that may penetrate up to 1 cm or more during drilling.
Cores that are drilled dry are less likely to be contaminated but are available only down
to a depth of ∼ 250m. Chl is far less likely to suffer from organic contamination than
Trp. Figure 2a shows Trp amplitudes oscillating in phase with Chl in dry-drilled ice at15

a depth of 83–84 m.
Portions of ice cores were sealed in plastic bags and stored in freezers at −30 ◦C.

Working in a laminar flow bench frequently scrubbed with 70 % ethanol, we tried vari-
ous procedures for removing ice pieces from a core and cleaning their surfaces. Initially
we tried melting ice in concentrations of NaCl up to 3.5 % in order to reduce the os-20

motic shock to cells that had lived in seawater and been blown directly onto dry, frozen
water ice that we later allowed to melt. This procedure yielded concentrations of cells
that were sometimes higher by a factor up to 2 than those allowed to melt without salt.
We eventually eliminated the salt-wash step as not advantageous enough to be worth
the risk of sample contamination. To prepare samples of firn ice (surface down to 70 to25

150 m depending on the site) we broke off 50- to 200-g pieces with a sterilized chisel,
shaved off 1 to 2 mm from the surfaces with a repeatedly sterilized knife, melted sur-
face regions of the pieces in distilled water that we had passed through a 0.1 µm filter,
and then allowed more of the remaining ice to melt in a sterile beaker. This usually
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left about 50 % of the original ice for study. For ice from depths below the firn we first
tried cleaning the ice alternatively in 6 % sodium hypochlorite (“bleach”) and distilled,
0.1 µm-filtered water. This is the technique used by most microbiologists in other lab-
oratories to clean their ice (D’Elia et al., 2009). However, we were still concerned that
some of the smallest cells residing in veins along triple junctions of grains in polycrys-5

talline ice (Price, 2000) might be killed by traces of bleach that migrated into the veins.
Eventually we settled upon the technique of cleaning ice core samples by thoroughly
rinsing their surfaces with 0.1-µm-filtered distilled water and then allowing some of the
remaining ice to melt and be discarded before collecting the final sample in a sterile
beaker. We stored the melts in beakers at 4 ◦C for 1 to 16 h in the dark before using10

flow cytometry. We noticed some deterioration of the quality of FCM plots taken after
several days, due to deaths of some of the microbial cells.

Snow accumulation rates for all sites were taken from values in the literature. The
Norwegian-USA traverse from South Pole into East Antarctica during the International
Polar Year 2007–2009 gave 3.27±0.3cmyr−1 for site 91 at 76◦ 03′ 54′′ S, 22◦ 27′ 47′′ E15

(depth 88 m, age 340 C.E.) from where Dr. Joe McConnell collected our ice (Anschütz
et al., 2011). McConnell also provided the ice from Greenland site D4, at 71◦ 24′ N,
43◦ 54′ 00′′ W (depth 12 m, age 1991 C.E. and 148 m, age 1737 C.E.). The deposition
rate took into account accumulation rate and ice density at the depth of the sample.

Because of the low cell concentration in ice from most sites, we used a Dupont20

Sorvall RC-5B centrifuge at 14 000 rpm for 45 min at 10 ◦C to achieve a factor ∼ 10
concentration that we estimated by comparing cell counts before and after centrifuging.
We are aware that centrifuging introduces some mass-dependent bias, for example, by
favoring Synechococcus over Prochlorococcus.

Kathryn Johnson, a student of Lisa Moore (U. of Southern Maine), prepared cul-25

tures of Prochlorococcus MED4, MIT9313, SS120, and Synechococcus WH8102.
Kate Mackey (Stanford U.) provided Synechococcus cultures from five marine loca-
tions. Alex Worden (MBARI) provided cultures of Ostreococcus OT495 P67 and OT495
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P118. We stored a few vials of cultures at 4 ◦C for quick access and froze the remainder
at −30 ◦C without preservatives for long-term storage.

Dr. Steve Ruzin and Dr. Denise Schichsnes provided training sessions so that Price
and his students could use the Biological Imaging Facility of the College of Natural
Resources at Berkeley to count cell concentrations and measure sizes of both stained5

and unstained cells in ice as a function of depth. Differential Interference Contrast Mi-
croscopy (DIC), bright-field microscopy, epifluorescence microscopy (EFM), and filter
cubes for a variety of wavelengths such as DAPI and FITC were used. A Chl filter cube
with excitation filter at 480/30 nm, dichroic long-pass filter at 505 nm, and emission fil-
ter at 660/50 nm was used to measure Chl. The other filter cubes were long-pass; for10

example, FITC had 470/40 excitation and 515 nm long-pass. They were used in the
initial stages of the EFM scans of unstained cells to characterize the distribution of
types of autofluorescence in heterotrophs. For the EFM images in Fig. 3c we used
a Hamamatsu C8484 black and white 12-bit CCD camera.

Dr. Ruzin provided “Insti-Fluor L/D” slides (patent pending) that contain a freshly15

prepared live/dead stain. They are the dry and stable version of the “Live/Dead” flu-
orescent solution of SYTO-BC and propidium iodide used to distinguish live cells by
their green fluorescence and dead cells by their red fluorescence when viewed with
a FITC filter. The digital color camera was a Q-imaging Micropublisher 5.0 RTC. The
procedure was to place a 10 µl aliquot of cells into a shallow well in a microscope slide20

containing the dry stain and seal it with a cover slip.
Hector Nolla, manager and senior operator of the Berkeley Flow Cytometry Facility

(http://biology.berkeley.edu/crl/flowcytometry.shtml), ran the Cytopeia Influx Sorter. For
each run the Influx was rigorously cleaned: the tubing for the sheath fluid was repeat-
edly rinsed with 3 % bleach and then 0.2-µm-filtered distilled water until a Chl vs. PE25

plot and a Chl vs. SSC or FSC plot of the water were clean except for electronic noise.
The sheath fluid was 0.2-µm-filtered 1X PBS (phosphate-buffered saline). The flow rate
was kept at 25 psi. Because of the low concentration of cells and debris in melted ice,
the 0.2 µm filter did not need to be replaced or the fluidics cleaned more than once
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in a 5-h run. The voltages for the Influx photomultiplier tubes (PMT) were usually set
at 219 V for FSC, 367 V for SSC, 544 V for 670 nm, and 565.5 V for 593 nm. During
each session on the Influx we included Fluoresbrite-YG 0.3-, 0.5-, and 1-µm calibrated
beads (Polysciences, Inc.). Using a 488 nm argon laser (Coherent, San Jose, CA) for
excitation, we recorded Chl fluorescence from each cell at 670/20 nm and 200 mW5

power. We used the same laser for side scattered light (SSC) and forward scattered
light (FSC). Using the 567 nm laser, we excited PE fluorescence at 593/40 nm emission
(orange) with PMT gain set high enough to map its fluorescence even at low intensities.
We also measured autofluorescence of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) at
460/50 nm (excited by the 366 nm UV laser) as a function of FADH (flavin adenine din-10

ucleotide) at 530/40 nm (excited by the 488 nm laser) for a future study. Plots of FADH
autofluorescence at 540 nm vs NADH autofluorescence at 460 nm provide information
on the oxidation state and metabolism of both bacteria and eukaryotes (Chance et al.,
1962).

The calculation of cell concentration in an ice sample took into account both the vol-15

ume of melted ice collected in the flow cytometer during an FCM run and the increased
concentration due to centrifuging.

We analyzed the flow-cytometric data using FlowJo software (TreeStar Inc.). In order
to study only cells that contained Chl and to reject mineral dust, we triggered on values
of Chl consistent with the minimum values of Chl in MED4 cultures. To estimate the20

concentration of mineral dust, we tried triggering on side scattering instead of Chl. This
convinced us that dust particles were present but could be rejected by triggering on an
optimal value of Chl. In analyzing for Pro and Syn, our standard procedure was to gate
on values of SSC that excluded noise and yet were sensitive to cells somewhat smaller
than Pro and Syn judging from locations along a SSC axis of 0.3 µm beads that were25

run during the same session as were the melted ice samples. The two PE channels 11
and 12 out of the 4096 channels on the PE scale in Chl vs. PE plots always had one-
to two-orders of magnitude more counts per bin than in all other PE channels. Those
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subpopulations may have been due to Pro cells with very low PE concentrations and
sizes consistent with submicron cells that passed the SSC gate.

3 Chl autofluorescence emitted from unmelted glacial ice

The Berkeley group has developed several generations of scanning spectrometers that
map autofluorescence of microbes in ice (Bramall, 2007; Rohde, 2009). With the most5

recent version – the Berkeley Fluorescence Spectrometer (BFS) – we obtained spectra
of protein-bound tryptophan (Trp) and chlorophyll (Chl) at 0.7 mm intervals along thou-
sands of meters of ice core at NICL. Figure 1 shows 1-m averages of Chl vs. depth
in ice cores from 2 sites in Greenland (GISP2 and site D4), 3 sites in West Antarctica
(WAIS Divide, the Ross Ice Drainage System (RIDS), and Siple Dome), and 2 sites in10

East Antarctica (Vostok and South Pole) at depths from 120 m to 2300 m. The average
Chl intensity decreases as ∼ (depth)−0.43. To evaluate whether laser pulses might re-
sult in photobleaching of Chl-containing cells inside the ice, we shot 50 000 pulses of
the BSF 224-nm laser into the same spot on an ice core and found no decrease of Chl
fluorescence intensity in unmelted ice. This contrasts with our observation (discussed15

below) that cells of some Chl-containing ecotypes in air undergo photobleaching when
studied in an intense microscope beam. Alex Glazer (U. C. Berkeley, personal commu-
nication) suggested that phototrophs frozen in ice might de-excite non-radiatively in ice
and thus might be protected from the photobleaching that they undergo in air. Our FCM
measurements discussed below show that the decline in Fig. 1 is not due to gradual20

loss with time of the Chl autofluorescence per cell of the ice-bound phototrophs that
is the main subject of the present work. A possible explanation is that, with increas-
ing age, Chl that is either not in cells or is in cells with compromised cell walls might
decompose into compounds some of which do not fluoresce.
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4 Summer-winter modulation of Chl autofluorescence in glacial ice

Figure 2 gives examples of periodic oscillations with depth (and therefore time) of the
autofluorescence intensity of Chl and Trp that we discovered in the two cores with ac-
cumulation rates high enough for us to acquire good statistics and resolution. They
are (A) WAIS Divide in W. Antarctica with 24 cmyr−1 ice equivalent and (B) GISP at5

Summit, Greenland, with ∼ 22cmyr−1 ice equivalent. In Fig. 2a, the weaker oscilla-
tions of tryptophan (Trp) are seen to match in phase those of Chl. The arrows point to
peaks at depths corresponding to summer periods. We determined the phase of the
Chl oscillations in the WAIS Divide ice core by comparing our peaks with the summer-
winter oscillations of the annual layers found in a parallel portion of the same WAIS10

Divide ice core (Cole-Dai et al., 2006). Chl in ocean surface waters has been mapped
continuously over several years by SeaWiFS satellite ocean color data (Gregg, 2008).
They found that oceanic Chl maxima occur in the northern summer (July) for latitudes
in the North Atlantic Ocean and in the southern summer (January) for latitudes be-
tween −40◦ S and Antarctica. Our Chl intensity as a function of time in WAIS Divide15

ice agrees in phase with maxima of the Southern Ocean Chl data. As Fig. 2b shows,
we also found annual Chl maxima in the GISP ice, presumably with maxima in Arctic
summer. The wiggly curve in Fig. 2b is a spline fit. For both the WAIS Divide and GISP
sites, we know from the age vs. depth relations that the spacing between peaks is 1 yr.

5 Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) and Epifluorescence Microscopy20

(EFM)

To determine whether the Chl autofluorescence seen by the BFS in the ice came pri-
marily from Chl in cells, rather than from non-cellular organic slime splashed from
ocean surfaces, we first used DIC and EFM to search for microorganisms in melted, un-
stained ice samples from various locations. The concentration of microbial cells in melts25

was usually far lower than the concentration of cells in ocean samples. To search for
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cyanobacteria, we collected particles from melts with volumes ∼ 100ml onto a 0.2 µm
Nuclepore filter and used a 670-nm Chl, 40 nm band-pass filter cube to search for
Chl-fluorescing cells that showed up red in color. None were detectable. Although pho-
totrophs such as Chlamydomonas and other algae and fungi with sizes larger than
10 µm might in principle have contributed to the Chl fluorescence seen with the BFS,5

we found their concentration to be too small to detect in ice melts. To eliminate large
cells and large mineral grains from being detected in either EFM or FCM, we used
a 1.2 µm syringe filter to remove them from the ice melts before further studies. The
strong Chl emission, its annual modulation in the ice cores, and the absence of large
phototrophs led us to the conjecture that the major source of Chl autofluorescence seen10

with the BFS might in part be due to picocyanobacteria of the genera Prochlorococcus
(Pro) and Synechococcus (Syn) or picoeukaryotes such as Ostreococcus (Ostreo),
all of which are extremely abundant submicron-size (≤ 2µm) marine microorganisms
(Chisholm et al., 1988; Worden et al., 2004). In testing that conjecture, we found that
with the Chl filter set we could not detect Pro in melted ice with EFM, even with im-15

age intensification. This failure turned out to be due to its extremely rapid bleaching
when viewed in its Chl autofluorescence. Using a shipboard flow cytometer, Chisholm
et al. (1988) had discovered cells that were smaller and more weakly fluorescent than
any observed with microscopy. With these and additional measurements with TEM and
HPLC, they concluded that there was a new, extremely small, highly abundant organ-20

ism (Pro) in the oceans that rapidly bleached during EFM observations. We will discuss
our evidence for picocyanobacteria in Sect. 6.

After failing to detect Chl autofluorescence in Pro and Syn cells from melted ice with
EFM, we explored the use of EFM to image cells from ice at other wavelengths. We
used a DAPI filter cube to image the autofluorescence of NADH and FAD, which are25

microbial coenzymes used in microbial respiration to generate ATP. NADH is moder-
ately fluorescent (with a peak at 460 nm) in the reduced state when excited at ∼ 340nm
but does not fluoresce in the oxidized state (Bramall, 2007; Chance et al., 1962), from
which it follows that cells imaged in NADH autofluorescence provide a lower limit to
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the true concentration. With a fluorescence spectrometer Nathan Bramall built for his
thesis (Bramall, 2007), he used NADH autofluorescence to map cell concentrations as
a function of depth in Lake Tahoe. We observed NADH autofluorescence in melted ice
samples (data not shown), indicating that microbial cells are in the ice melt. For com-
parison with the use of NADH and FAD, we initially stained cells in some samples of5

the same ice with SYBR Green and imaged the yellow-green fluorescence of nucleic
acids in the cells with a FITC filter cube. The ratio of concentrations of unstained cells
imaged by NADH and FAD autofluorescence to cells stained with SYBR Green was
less than 0.5, with large variations. In runs with FCM (Sect. 6) we detected 5 to 10
times as many cells stained with SYBR Green as in runs with unstained cells. Thus,10

we attributed the excess of stained fluorescent cells in both the EFM and the FCM to
heterotrophic bacteria, which do not contain Chl.

Figure 3a shows an EFM image of stained cells from a depth of 86 m in WAIS Di-
vide ice. We cleaned the surfaces successively in 5 % sodium hypochlorite (bleach),
ethanol, and distilled water. We then melted the ice, passed the melt through a 0.2 µm15

Nuclepore filter, stained the cells caught on the filter with SYBR Green, viewed them
in EFM with a FITC filter, and used a color digital camera for photomicrography. The
cell concentration revealed with staining was ∼ 104 ml−1. In stained samples from other
depths and other glacial sites, the concentrations ranged from ∼ 10ml−1 to ∼ 105 ml−1.

With EFM and the Chl filter cube we studied cultures of unstained Pro, Syn, and20

Ostreo. The advantage of studying cells in a culture over trying to study the far lower
concentration of cells in melted ice is that one can focus on and photograph some of
them in a culture before all of them have disappeared during photobleaching. We found
that the Chl autofluorescence of Pro bleaches within ∼ 1s during observation in EFM,
that of Syn bleaches within ∼ 20s, and that of Ostreo is still visible after 10 to 20 min.25

Pro, Syn, and Ostreo are stable against fading when viewed in Differential Interference
Contrast microscopy (DIC), which illuminates cells with a far less intense beam than
does epifluorescence microscopy. Figure 3b shows that in a mixed culture of Pro (small
cells) and Syn (larger cells), both Pro and Syn are stable over long times when viewed
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in DIC. However, during exposure to blue light in EFM, the Pro cells faded too rapidly
to be seen (Fig. 3c) but were clearly visible in the same field of view in DIC, showing
that the photobleaching had not destroyed them. All of the Syn and Ostreo cells were
visible in EFM with a Chl filter cube, even after exposure to light for more than 1 min
with DIC.5

Using Ruzin’s live/dead stain we found (Fig. 4) that more than half of the cells from
cultures of Pro, Syn, and Ostreo survived freezing at −30 ◦C during a period of one
year, which suggests that most such wind-borne cells would survive the shock of de-
position onto polar snow.

6 Flow cytometry of microbial cells from ice melts10

Figure 5a, b shows flow cytometer plots of chlorophyll (Chl) vs. PE autofluorescence
and of Chl vs side scatter for marine picoplankton made by Marie et al. (1990). Their
0.98 µm beads (“billes” in French) serve as internal references that relate to sizes of
marine picoplankton. Pro cells cluster in a group with weak PE and stronger Chl, Syn
cells lie along diagonal lines extending to high PE and high Chl, and picoeukaryotes15

such as Ostreo have more Chl than Pro and very low orange fluorescence. Figure 5c, d
shows our FCM plots of cultures of Pro, Syn, andOstreo cells, which have similar values
of Chl, PE, and side scatter on our Cytopeia Influx flow cytometer to the corresponding
marine cells in Fig. 5a, b. MIT9313 is an ecotype of Pro that lives in water deeper than
∼ 80m and has evolved with more Chl than MED4 in order to extract energy from the20

weak sunlight that penetrates to those depths. The low-Chl MED4 Pro ecotype lives at
shallower depths.

In our Influx FCM, five laser beams impinge on individual cells in a downward-
directed laminar stream. Each dot in our FCM plots in Figs. 5 to 8 corresponds to
a value of intensity of red fluorescence of Chl, of orange fluorescence of PE, and of25

light scattered by a single cell in the forward direction (FSC) or at roughly right angles
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(SSC) to the laser beam. The number of dots on a Chl vs. PE plot gives the number of
cells in a volume of melted ice that passed through the Influx.

We used several methods to enrich our FCM plots in picocyanobacteria and reject
heterotrophic bacteria and archaea: (1) to remove most mineral dust and other large
particles we passed melted ice through 1.2 µm filters. (2) We examined only unstained5

cells. (3) We triggered at a value of Chl sufficiently high to accept only Chl-containing
cells and to reject mineral particles and most background noise. (4) We gated on points
with SSC or FSC greater than the value for 0.3-µm beads that we ran during the same
session. This left us with Chl vs. PE patterns of cells with size greater than ∼ 0.3µm.
At the beginning of a day’s run, we assessed the background noise level by running10

the same volume of filtered distilled water that we ran of ice melt. ∼ 50 to ∼ 300 counts
per ml of distilled water showed up in the low-scatter region, but no more than 1 or
2 counts per ml survived the gate on high SSC. Figure 6a, b gives an example of
FCM for filtered distilled water, where only two points in a 4 ml sample, labeled in pink,
survived the cuts. The green points in Figs. 6 to 8 labeled “low PE” showed up in high15

concentration in channels with the lowest PE. Many of those low-PE points survived our
gate on high-scatter points. We speculate that they may have been picocyanobacteria
with very little PE but significant scatter.

Based on the locations of the beads relative to the points indicated in colors, our plots
of Chl vs. SSC or FSC showed that phototrophs in ice have light-scattering properties20

consistent with sizes ranging from ∼ 0.3µm to more than ∼ 1µm. For convenience we
used red dots to denote cells in the same region as the Pro cultures as “Pro-like” and
blue dots to denote cells in the same region as the Syn cultures as “Syn-like”, even
though the two sets of dots are not distinctly resolvable from each other.

As can be seen in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, the FCM plots for cells in ice showed strong25

similarities, regardless of their sites (Greenland or Antarctica) and depths of origin.
About a third of the plots had diagonal Chl vs PE groupings much broader than in
the Syn cultures in Fig. 5. Figure 6e provides an example. The Syn-like distributions
for ice at 12.00 m and 12.05 m at site D4 (Fig. 6e–h) were qualitatively different from
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each other. At 12.00 m (Fig. 6e) there were two distributions along separate diagonal
lines with different slopes. Because of its low Chl concentration and low slope, the one
labeled “unknown” is unlikely to be Syn. At a depth just 5 cm deeper (Fig. 6g, h) only
one Syn-like grouping was present and the cell concentration was much smaller than
at 12.00 m. The marked differences in the Pro and Syn patterns at 12.00 and 12.05 m,5

corresponding to deposition times in the ice differing by ∼ 3 months, are an indication
of the stochastic nature of the sampling and deposition of cells blown from ocean water.

Figure 9 summarizes our data on concentrations of Pro-like cells, Syn-like cells, cells
with both low-PE fluorescence and high scattering, and the ratio of Pro-like to Syn-like
cells at various sites for a total of 62 depths. The column with orange points, labeled10

E. Ant. (East Antarctica), included the South Pole, the US-Norwegian traverse east-
ward from South Pole, and Dome C at 103 and 120 m. Several of the concentrations of
Pro-like and Syn-like cells in Dome C ice were lower than ∼ 1cellml−1, consistent with
the low snowfall rates, low mineral dust concentrations, and low salt concentrations
at Dome C. To achieve a sensitivity of 1 cellml−1, we did FCM on 4 ml of melt that we15

centrifuged twice for a factor 10 increase in cell concentration. Median Pro-like concen-
trations (black lines in Fig. 9a) were 85 ml−1 for GISP (Greenland), 25 ml−1 for WAIS
Divide (West Antarctica), and ∼ 1ml−1 for East Antarctica. The median Pro-like/Syn-
like ratio ranged from ∼ 1 to ∼ 3 from one site to another, but with large uncertainty
in view of the absence of a gap between the two populations and higher efficiency for20

concentrating Syn-like than Pro-like cells by centrifugation. The overall median values
for all sites were 24 Pro-like cellsml−1 and 11 Syn-like cellsml−1. From these data we
estimate that median DNA concentrations were only ∼ 50pgl−1 for Pro-like cells and
∼ 70pgl−1 for Syn-like cells. The genomes of the picocyanobacteria are quite small:
1.66 and 1.75 Mb for Pro MED4 and MIT9313 (Rocap et al., 2003), 2.41 Mb for Pro25

SS120 (Dufresne et al., 2003), and 2.43 Mb for the Syn WH8102 strain (Palenik et al.,
2003).

We found no evidence for Ostreo in any of our unstained ice melts.
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7 Flow cytometry of weakly fluorescent mineral grains

Until now, no one had reported use of flow cytometry to attempt to detect inorganic
grains in either oceans or ice. Current techniques used for rapid on-line measurements
of dust grains in ice include coulter counters and laser microparticle detectors. It is
well known that mineral grains are transported by winds to Greenland ice from the5

Taklimakan desert in China (Ruth et al., 2003) and from desert regions of Patagonia
and Australia to Antarctic ice (Li et al., 2008; Lambert et al., 2008). Small volcanic
ash particles are occasionally found in discrete layers in Antarctic ice (Kurbatov et al.,
2006; Basile et al., 2001). Using a laser-powered downhole optical logging tool, Bramall
et al. (2005) measured concentrations of both mineral dust and volcanic ash with mm10

depth resolution in many boreholes in both Antarctica and Greenland. From ∼ 20 to
∼ 100 times as many dust grains are deposited in polar ice during glacial maxima as
in glacial minima. During the Holocene (the present warm period) the average dust
concentration has been 40 to 50 ngg−1 in Greenland ice and ∼ 10ngg−1 in Antarctic
ice (Price et al., 2009). In a detailed study of dust in the NGRIP Greenland core with15

a laser microparticle detector, Ruth et al. (2003) measured log normal modes of 1.3 µm
during the Holocene and 1.7 µm during the LGM. The smallest of these mineral dust
grains would have passed through our 1.2 µm filter. With a similar technique, Koffman
et al. (2012) measured dust concentrations in 31 particle size channels down to a depth
of 577 m in a WAIS Divide ice core. She typically found 200 to 103 ml−1 with size less20

than 1.2 µm.
To evaluate whether our flow cytometer would detect micron-size unstained mineral

grains with a signature that could distinguish them from unstained microbial cells, we
obtained coarse grains from 12 types of minerals from Gustaf Arrhenius. They included
the dominant mineral grains in ice cores: clay minerals (illite, montmorillonite, kaolinite,25

and smectite), feldspar, quartz, and other minerals less commonly found in ice cores.
From Chris McKay we obtained volcanic ash grains from a Pico di Orizaba (Mexico)
eruption, particles with a composition similar to Martian soil, and soil from the Dry
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Valleys in Antarctica. We baked the grains at 350 ◦C to destroy bacteria, then ground
them in a mortar and pestle in order to reduce their size sufficiently to pass them
through a 1.2 µm filter.

Bramall (2007) had found that autofluorescence of unstained mineral grains was
typically far weaker than of phototrophs at wavelengths used in our FCM. If we triggered5

on 670 nm fluorescence at the same level we used to analyze phototrophs (∼ 6 to 10
units as shown in Figs. 6–8), the count rate for mineral grains was almost zero. By
contrast, if we triggered on SSC, the count rate from the mineral grains was > 103

times higher and clearly visible in side scatter. Figure 8k, l shows the results of running
kaolinite grains for 50 000 counts (shown in red) with a trigger set at 102 units of SSC.10

Only a few counts showed up above the noise level. The great advantage of using
the Chl trigger rather than the SSC or FSC trigger is that it rejects counts due to dust
particles.

Table 1 compares ratios of concentrations in Antarctic ice relative to Greenland ice
for Trp-containing microbes, Chl-containing microbes, mineral dust and ash, and non-15

microbial aerosols. Price et al. (2009) used the BFS to identify Trp as a proxy for all
microbes in ice cores at NICL based on analysis of its emission in five channels at 300,
320, 340, 360, and 380 nm. In the present work we used that same instrument to map
Chl in ice cores by analyzing the two channels at 670 and 710 nm. Price et al. (2009)
determined the concentrations of non-microbial aerosols from the deviations of their flu-20

orescence spectra from the spectrum of Trp, which has a peak at ∼ 320nm. In Table 1
we note that Antarctic ice has a lower concentration of all small particles by a factor of
several than Greenland ice.

Table 2 gives the concentrations of all Trp-containing cells, of Chl-containing cells,
and of dust in several ice cores from Greenland and Antarctica. Taking into account25

the large rejection factor for discriminating against mineral grains in FCM with the Chl
trigger, we conclude that the ratio of dust concentration to cell concentration is not large
enough to be a source of background in our study.
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Dwarf cells in GISP ice. Miteva and Brenchley (2005) have found ultrasmall mi-
croorganisms in silty ice within 2 m of the clay substrate of the Greenland GISP ice.
They used filtration, SEM, EFM, FCM, and comparative genomic fingerprinting to study
sizes, morphology, culturability, and genomes of bacteria in the silty ice. They defined
ultrasmall as having a volume < 0.1µm3. They recorded numerous cases of bacte-5

ria with size as small as 0.2 µm. Some of their smallest cells were able, by deform-
ing, to pass through Nuclepore filters with 0.1 µm hole size. They stained the cells
with SYTO13 or a live/dead stain and characterized them in FCM with side scatter
vs. green fluorescence. Their failure to detect picocyanobacteria is not inconsistent
with the present work because most of their ice samples were from the silty basal ice10

that predated the onset of glaciation in Greenland and because they always stained
their cells rather than relied on autofluorescence of cells in EFM or FCM.

Transport of picocyanobacteria from temperate oceans to glacial ice. Although
indigenous Syn cells are found in summer at very high-latitude sites such as Antarctic
coastal sites (Walker and Marchant, 1989), Arctic and Antarctic lakes (Vincent et al.,15

2000), and Ace Lake, Antarctica (Powell et al., 2005), Pro cells are not found at high
latitude, and the total populations of Syn cells in those isolated high-latitude sites are far
smaller than could account for the Syn-like cells we found at all depths and in all Arctic
and Antarctic ice cores. The ratio of Pro/Syn cells at local ocean and lake temperature
is zero instead of ∼ 3, and the area of the lake sources + ocean sources at 0 ◦C is20

far smaller than the area of Antarctica over which we found the cells we attributed
to picocyanobacteria. We therefore rejected an explanation of sources of the Pro-like
and Syn-like cells that would have required evolution of strains of Pro and Syn into
psychrophiles or psychrotrophs that have been living in waters close to the coasts of
Antarctica and Greenland for at least 150 000 yr.25

Assuming that some of the cells we labeled with red dots (for Pro-like) and blue
dots (for Syn-like) are indeed picocyanobacteria, we believe the most likely explanation
for their presence at different sites and different depths in Arctic and Antarctic ice is
aeolian transport from mid-latitude ocean waters within which concentrations up to
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3×105 cellsml−1 of Pro and a few ×104 cellsml−1 of Syn are typical in summer. The
summer-winter shift in latitudes of the ocean temperature profiles would account for
why the Chl and Trp autofluorescence measured with the BFS in scans along ice cores
was often ∼ 25% higher at depths corresponding to local summers than at depths
corresponding to local winters, as shown in Fig. 2. We confirmed the latitudinal shift of5

ocean temperatures by comparing National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Agency
maps of global contours (http://www.osdpd.noaa.gov/data/sst/contour/global50.fi.gif)
for sea surface temperature in January and July 2011 as representative of summer
and winter in the two hemispheres. A second important factor is the increase in num-
ber of daylight hours during the season in which photosynthesis can take place. We10

attribute the decrease in Chl concentration and concentration of picocyanobacteria in
ice from summer to winter to the combined effects of lower ocean temperature and
fewer hours of daylight at latitudes populated by both Pro and Syn.

The above explanation for the annual modulation of Chl in ice is supported by the
observation that the growth curve for cultures of Pro is much narrower in temperature15

than that of Syn (Moore et al., 1995). Pro MED4 and Pro SS1120 grow only between
∼ 13 ◦C and ∼ 28 ◦C, whereas Syn WH8102 grows at temperatures down to nearly
0 ◦C and up to ∼ 34.5 ◦C. In order for both Pro and Syn to be present (Fig. 9) at all
depths in Arctic and Antarctic ice and with a summer-winter concentration difference
of only ∼ 25%, they must have grown in waters at lower latitude and then been wind-20

borne from ocean surfaces to high latitude polar regions, as we will discuss below.
Doolittle et al. (2008) measured Pro concentrations and PE-rich picoplankton (Syn)
concentrations vs. south latitude along a 2780-km south-north transect from Bouvetoya
Island to Tristan da Cunha Island in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. They
found Syn cells in waters with temperature down to 1.3 ◦C but found no Pro cells in25

waters below ∼ 12 ◦C. Zwirglmaier et al. (2008) found that Syn but not Pro were present
at 72◦ N in the ocean between Svalbard and Norway. In his review of cyanobacteria in
the polar regions Vincent (2000) reached a similar conclusion, that in high-latitude
waters Pro are missing whereas Syn are still present.
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We next discuss how picocyanobacteria in temperate ocean waters are transported
to the polar regions. It is now widely accepted that marine microbes are ejected into
the atmosphere (Leck and Bigg, 2005) by wind shear, leading to production of bub-
bles, followed by bursting and ejection of their contents, including microbes, viruses,
sea salt crystals, and mucus-like matter. Both computer modeling and experiments5

have shown that aerosols consisting of volcanic ash, desert dust, and microbes are
frequently swept up by winds from surfaces and transported thousands of kilometers in
the troposphere. Jaenicke (1980) calculated lifetimes of aerosols from ocean sources
and desert sources separately. For ocean sources he calculated that aerosols with radii
0.01 to 10 µm have a mean lifetime in the troposphere of ∼ 8 days in winds with mean10

speed ∼ 10ms−1. Stokes’ Law dictates that the settling rate of atmospheric aerosols
is proportional to radius squared and to excess of density above atmospheric density.
Thus, microbial cells should take ∼ 30 times as long to settle as would mineral dust
of density 3.2 gcm−3 and typical radius ∼ 3 times that of submicron-size cells. Pico-
cyanobacterial cells can stay aloft for more than a month in the absence of rain and15

can reach polar ice from greater distances than would 2-µm mineral grains from deserts
in Patagonia or China.

Studies of distributions of desert dust and volcanic ash particles in ice cores provide
useful information on aeolian transport of marine microbes. Atmospheric circulation
models show that many of the particles in the ice at Vostok Station were wind-blown20

from eruptions on Southern Hemisphere islands and spiraled southward and eastward
onto Antarctica. Prospero et al. (2005) measured the seasonal flux of dust, bacteria
and fungi that were wind-blown from Africa and caught on nets facing Africa. The bac-
teria and fungi were identified by their culturability, which showed that many of them
remained alive in transit. Micron-size marine bacterial cells have been collected in air-25

planes at 5.4 km over the Southern Ocean (Posfai et al., 2003). Using a model of global
atmospheric circulation (Schneider, 2006), Wilkinson et al. (2011) simulated dispersal
of 9-µm microbes released from Tierra del Fuego. Within 10 days the microbes had
spread over most of Antarctica.
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As another example of comparative lifetimes in the troposphere, we compare the
concentrations of salt and microbes in the Dome C ice core: sea salt crystals of diame-
ter 0.8 µm were diluted by a factor ∼ 10−6 from their concentration in the ocean to their
present concentration ∼ 2×10−8 gg−1 in Dome C ice (Wolff et al., 2006). According to
our FCM data, Pro-like cells in Dome C ice were diluted by a factor 3×10−6 from their5

abundance of ∼ 3×105 cellsml−1 in the mid-latitude ocean to ∼ 1cellml−1 in Dome C
ice. After correcting for the six-fold faster rate of Stokes settling of 0.8 µm-diameter salt
crystals of density 2.3 than of 0.5-µm Pro cells of density 1, the transport efficiencies
of salt grains and Pro-like cells from oceans onto snow at Dome C are consistent with
each other. Zeaxanthin, a carotenoid pigment in both Pro and Syn (Moore et al., 1995),10

provides two kinds of protection from UV in sunlight: it scavenges against UV-induced
erythema and provides protection against reactive oxygen species.

Long-term stability of Chl autofluorescence in ice. Franklin et al. (2009) recently
measured the average efficiency of Photosystem II in a population in which various
fractions of phytoplankton cells had been deliberately heat-killed. For example, in their15

Fig. 1, when 50 % had been rendered photosynthetically non-functional by heat-killing
them and adding them to the population, the efficiency of PS II was measured to be sur-
prisingly high, between 95 % and 80 % of the value in the absence of killed cells. In our
present work, we discovered that when Pro-like and Syn-like cells were deposited onto
snow and frozen into ice, FCM measurements of their Chl and PE per cell showed no20

detectable systematic decrease in autofluorescence with time, judging from compar-
ison of the distributions of Chl vs. PE in FCM plots for Pro-like and Syn-like cells in
very young GISP ice (60 yr at 19 m) and in very old GISP ice (3037 m or 150 000 yr),
as shown in Fig. 7i–l. This is an example of a protective feature of glacial ice that pre-
serves Chl and PE in phototrophs against losing autofluorescence intensity with time25

in total darkness.
Phycoerythrin in Prochlorococcus cells. Syn and the majority of cyanobacteria

use phycobilisomes as light-harvesting antennas. Pro has evolved differently: it uses
a divinyl Chl a and divinyl Chl b light-harvesting complex, as well as small amounts
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of PE (Olson et al., 1990; Scanlan et al., 2009), but no phycobilisomes. It has been
found that all twelve genomes of recently sequenced isolates – six ecotypes that are
high-light adapted (HL) and six that are low-light adapted (LL) – have lost the majority
of genes involved in phycobilisome synthesis, and LL isolates retain six PE genes
(cpeABSTYZ ), whereas HL isolates have retained only the cpeB and cpeS PE genes5

(Kettler et al., 2007). The role of PE in Pro remains uncertain but may be related to
signal transduction rather than light harvesting (Steglich et al., 2003, 2005). For some
years after its discovery it was thought that Pro exhibited only red fluorescence. Many
older papers in the literature state that PE fluorescence is not detectable in Pro cells.
Steglich et al. (2005) showed that Pro MED4 has a green-light absorbing PE that is10

more easily detected using excitation with a peak at ∼ 550nm than the 488 nm light
from an Ar laser, which most flow cytometers employ. Using our flow cytometer set at
high PE gain, with careful attention to noise reduction and with excitation at 567 nm
instead of 488 nm, we were able to measure PE in picocyanobacterial cultures and in
all the ice melts, as we demonstrated in Figs. 6–8. We emphasize that Pro-like cells in15

glacial ice exhibit PE autofluorescence that can be separated from noise. The points
with red dots in those figures have low values of both Chl and PE consistent with their
locations on FCM plots of Olson et al. (1990) and Scanlan et al. (2009) and in our
cultures (Fig. 5). The numerous cells labeled with green dots in Figs. 6–8 have smaller
PE concentrations than do the other Pro cells but do scatter like Pro cells.20

Dependence of Picocyanobacterial concentrations on climate in the last
150 000 yr. Krinner and Genthon (2003) modeled transit time for small particles to
be blown from sources such as Patagonia to Antarctic sites where ice cores have
been collected and analyzed. For the present climate they found that transit times are
shortest in southern winter, due to the more vigorous atmospheric circulation, and25

concentration of particles reaching the sites is therefore greater in winter, relative to
a fixed concentration of injected microbes. By contrast, our results in Fig. 2 show that
the concentration of Chl in glacial ice, which we attribute mainly to picocyanobacte-
ria transported from temperate ocean latitudes, is higher in local summer seasons. We
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conclude that modulation of concentrations at their sources dominates over modulation
of transit times. Krinner and Genthon (2003) went on to compare modeled transit times
for both the Last Glacial Maximum (21 kyr ago) and the time of inception of the last ice
age (115 kyr ago). They found that the transit time from Patagonia toward Antarctica
was not significantly different from the present, which is consistent with our finding in5

Fig. 7 that the concentrations of Pro-like and Syn-like cells are similar in ice from both
19 m and 3037 m.

Rejecting mineral grains. In Sect. 4 and Fig. 2 we showed with the BFS that both
Trp and Chl show intensity peaks in local summers. By contrast, the flux of mineral
dust onto polar ice has an annual peak in local spring for Greenland (Svensson et al.,10

2000; Bory et al., 2002), and West Antarctica (McConnell et al., 2007), whereas Weg-
ner (2008) found that dust flux was ∼ 3.5 times higher in winter than in summer at
Dronning Maud Land (E. Antarctica) during the Holocene and 7.6 times higher during
the Glacial Period. Even if we were able to analyze ice only from depths corresponding
to local summers, we would still have a substantial contamination of flow cytometer15

plots by dust grains unless we did one of two things: one would be to use a stain
such as SYBR Green, which would show up cells both with and without Chl in them
but would reject mineral grains; the other would be not to stain them but to trigger on
a high enough level of Chl to reject both mineral grains and non-phototrophic microbes.
In this study we chose to focus on phototrophs and not use a stain.20

Prospects for a study of evolutionary changes in the genomes of pico-
cyanobacterial cells before they are frozen in glacial ice. For several reasons, the
genomes of microbial cells do not continue to evolve after they are transported from
ocean to ice: they are trapped as isolated cells in ice and therefore cannot undergo
horizontal gene transfer; they do not have enough metabolic energy to grow (Price25

and Sowers, 2004); they cannot pass on their mutations to progeny; and their mutation
rates decrease by several orders of magnitude simply from being at ice temperature in-
stead of at ocean temperature. Furthermore, we can set an experimental upper limit of
∼ 1µm per year on the vertical distance they have traveled in a vein. At several depths
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(2054 m, 3018 m, and 3036 m) in GISP ice, Tung et al. (2005) found a factor ∼ 10 higher
concentration of methanogens at depths within 20 µm of the depths of spikes of excess
methane found by Ed Brook (unpublished results). They concluded that the excess
methane had been generated by methanogens metabolizing during several hundred
thousand years in the ice. Later Rohde et al. (2008) found spikes of excess Trp that5

they attributed at least in part to N2O-producing microbes at exactly the same depths
in GISP ice where Sowers et al. (2003) had found narrow spikes of excess N2O.

One procedure would be to use single cell genomics to determine changes in the
genome of one ecotype that is found to be common throughout an ice core. A more
general procedure would be to analyze 16S rDNA in ice at many depths in order to10

tease out evolutionary changes in picocyanobacteria and other ecotypes with time and
between oceans in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.

8 Conclusions

We estimate that median DNA concentrations are 102 pg l−1 in picocyanobacteria in
West Antarctic and central Greenland ice and higher by a factor of several when all taxa15

are included. Increases in sensitivity and speed of analysis in genomics should make
it possible to study evolution of bacteria over 150 000 yr (corresponding to the age of
ice from the greatest depth in central Greenland) as frozen proxies of their genomes in
marine waters as a function of time. We have initiated a collaboration with Steve Gio-
vannoni and Kevin Vergin (Oregon State University) and with Richard Lenski and Jeff20

Morris (Michigan State University) to identify marine bacteria as a function of depth in
glacial ice and to study evolutionary changes in their genomes. H. Motoyama (National
Institute of Polar Research, Japan) has authorized T. Segawa, a molecular biologist, to
collaborate with us in analyses of bacteria in the 3035 m Dome Fuji ice core. Depend-
ing on microbial concentration in Dome Fuji and availability of large enough quantities25

of ice at the greatest depths, it may be possible to extend our evolutionary study to
720 000 yr back in time (Motoyama, 2007).
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Table 1. Concentrations of picocyanobacteria, dust, microbial cells, and non-cellular aerosols
in Antarctic relative to Greenland ice.

Particles Location Concentration ratio

picocyanobacteria† Antarctic/Greenland ice 0.42±0.16
mineral dust∗ Antarctic/Greenland ice 0.35±0.11
all Trp-containing microbes∗ (WAIS ice)/(GISP2) ice 0.19±0.1 cell/cell
aerosols with no Trp∗ (WAIS ice)/(GISP2) ice 0.24±0.12 particle/particle

† This work.
∗ Price et al. (2009).
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Table 2. Concentrations of various particles in Antarctic and Greenland ice at depths < 400m.

Particles Location particlesml−1 Ratios Reference

All cells (Trp) GISP (0.1–1.5)×104 Price et al. (2009)
All cells (Trp) WAIS (0.08–1.3)×104 Price et al. (2009)
All cells (Trp) Siple Dome (0.15–0.7)×104 Price et al. (2009)
Chl-rich cells GISP 480 this work
Chl-rich cells WAIS 170 this work
Dust (all sizes) NGRIP ∼ 104 Ruth et al. (2003)
Dust (all sizes) Dome C ∼ 2500 Lambert et al. (2011)
Dust (0 to 1.2 µm) WAIS ∼ 200 to ∼ 103 Koffman et al. (2012)
All cells/dust Greenland > 0.05∗ Price et al. (2009)
Chl-rich cells/dust Greenland ∼ 1∗ this work
Chl-rich cells/dust WAIS ∼ 0.1 to 10∗ this work;

Koffman et al. (2012)

∗ Ratio is quite uncertain due to uncertainty in fraction of dust <1.2 µm.
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Fig. 1

A

B

to top of ice

Fig. 1. (A) The Berkeley Fluorescence Spectrometer (BSF) maps fluorescence of Trp and
Chl with 1400 spectram−1 in 2 min. Ice protects phototrophic cells from photobleaching. (B)
Intensity of Chl autofluorescence in ice from 7 polar ice locations: 2 sites in Greenland (GISP2
and site D4), 3 sites in West Antarctica (WAIS Divide, Ross Ice Drainage System (RIDS), and
Siple Dome), and 2 sites in East Antarctica (Vostok and South Pole). Depths extend from 120 m
to 2300 m; each point is an average over ∼ 103 depths per meter and over the 7 locations.
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Fig. 2. Chl autofluorescence at several depths in ice cores showing fluctuations consistent with
summer-winter variations. (A) Chl and Trp over 4 yr in WAIS Divide ice; summer maxima are
marked with arrows; (B) Chl in Greenland ice show maxima during 3 summers.
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Pro

Syn

Syn

B

Syn

Pro

C

A

Syn

Pro

10 µm

2 µm

10 µm

Fig. 3

Fig. 3. (A) Epifluorescence microscopy of sub-micron-size cells from a depth of 86 m in ice from
WAIS Divide, stained with SYBR Gold, concentrated onto a 0.2 µm-Nuclepore filter, and viewed
with a FITC filter cube. Scale bar is 2 µm. (B) Mixed culture of unstained Pro (tiny cells) and
Syn (larger cells) viewed in Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) microscopy; both Pro and
Syn are stable. (C) same field of view imaged in EFM with a Chl filter cube using a Hamamatsu
C8484 black and white 12-bit CCD camera. Pro cells bleach within ∼ 1s whereas Syn takes
∼ 20s to bleach. Scale bars are 10 µm.
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Figure 4
Fig. 4. Cells from a Syn culture kept at −30 ◦C for 1 yr and then subjected to a live/dead staining
procedure. Cells with green color survived with membranes intact; membranes of cells with
a red color lost their integrity and are regarded as dead.
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Fig. 5. (A), (B) FCM plots of marine picoplankton (Marie et al., 1999); (C), (D) this work: cultures
of Pro, Syn, and Ostreo, with the same color codes for (D) as for (C) and with 0.3 µm, 0.5 µm
and 1 µm beads included with the cultures.
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Fig. 6. (Caption on next page.)
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Fig. 6. FCM plots of unstained cultured cells and melted ice samples: (A), (B) Distilled water
was passed through a 0.2 µm filter, thresholded on Chl as in the other FCM plots, and gated
on high SSC; in this and the other FCM plots, gated-out noise is in gray. (C), (D) Unstained
cells were taken from an ice core from a depth 88 m collected during a traverse from South
Pole into East Antarctica by Anschütz et al. (2011). (E), (F) Pro-like, Syn-like cells, cells with
very low PE (green), and cells of an unknown taxon from 12.00 m depth at site D4, 10 km west
of the Greenland site at Summit. (G), (H) Pro-like and Syn-like cells at 12.05 m at site D4.
Beads in (D), (F), (H), (J), and (L) were added after the run, with all FCM settings unchanged.
Cell concentrations for all FCM plots were calculated after dividing by volume of liquid run and
concentration resulting from centrifugation. The gain on the Chl phototube was set higher for
plots (I) to (L) than for (A) to (H).
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Fig. 7. (Caption on next page.)
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Fig. 7. Pairs of FCM plots of unstained cells, labeled with sites of ice cores, depths, and con-
centrations of Pro-like and Syn-like cells; dots are color-coded for Pro-like cells (red), cells with
very low PE (green), and Syn-like cells (blue). The gain on the Chl phototube was set higher
for plots (E), (F), and (I) to (L). The gain on the Chl phototube was set higher for plots (E), (F),
and (J) to (L).
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Fig. 8. (Caption on next page.)
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Fig. 8. (A) to (J) show FCM plots of unstained cells from ice cores. Points in gray at low SSC or
FSC were gated out before plotting Chl vs. PE. The gain on the Chl phototube was set higher
for plots (A), (B), (E), (F), (I), and (J). Plots of kaolinite grains with trigger on 100 units of SSC
are shown in (K) and (L). See text for discussion.
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Fig. 9. Concentrations of cells from 8 different locations (3 of them in E. Antarctica), taking into
account centrifuging and sample volume: (A) Pro-like: (B) Syn-like; (C) Pro-like/Syn-like; (D)
Pro-like but with low PE.
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